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S.A.F.E. EMDR 
SOMATIC AND ATTACHMENT FOCUSED EMDR

DEBORAH KENNARD, FOUNDER AND TRAINER

Today’s Agenda

u Review of firs t 6 hours

u Highlights . Most important things in each phase.

u Re-evaluation Review

u Somatic Process ing

u Releas ing excess  Arousal

u The incomplete action 

Healing Environment

u The protocol helps to create the environement.  
u Non-judgment
u Non-violent communication
u Understanding through the AIP
u Seeing shame as an answer
u If you understand someone you love them

We are born 
to 

Attach (Love)  

I love 
you 
Bro! 
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What is S.A.F.E. EMDR?

u In our trainings it is  required that the partic ipants  experience the EMDR 
process .

u Keeping Attunement with the clinic ians at the training and keeping them 
resourced and safe while learning how to do EMDR and experiencing the 
EMDR process .  

u Practicing the somatic resources and teaching them.  

u Ass is ting the clinic ians with restricting the process  if needed.  

u Nonviolence

u Presence

u Mindfulness

The EMDR Model

u Current dis tress  is  due to inadequately processed experiences.

u That experience is  s tored in the limbic system where it becomes activated 
by current experiences

u When that memory is  activated it appears  to be an over-reaction

u The “Answer” or the way the person adapted to the experiences are also 
s tored and will likely appear when the memory is  activated

Frontal Lobes

Limbic System

Brainstem

Hippocampus

Where Traumatic 
Memories are stored

Amygdala

Sounds the alarm to
as i f we are in danger

Phys iology. Our instinctive
reactions.  Heart rate increases, s top breathing,
muscles  tense. Prepare for survival defenses.

Memory systems shut down and 
the feelings or phys ical impulses  
take over. Language shuts  down.
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Nonviolence- Working with the 
“Answer” as it arises.  

u Especially concerning working with what some consider 
“resistance”, nonviolence. 

u Instead of trying to make “The answer” go away, we 
want to appreciate the wisdom in it and support the 
client so that they can bring awareness to it, willingly 
yielding to it when appropriate. 

Types as a way of understanding not 
labeling  

Wilhelm Reich
(Cal led them Defenses)

Schi zoid

Oral

Psychopathic

Masochi stic

Rigid

Kurtz/Ogden
(Managing Experiences)

Sensi ti ve/Wi thdrawn

Dependent/Endearing

Sel f-Rel iant/Independent

Deceptive 1 tough/generous

Deceptive 2 
charming/manipulati ve

Burdened/enduring

Expressi ve/cl inging

Industrious/Over-focused

The Answer

The Inv i sible One

The Emotional  One
The Needy One

The Independent One

The Rock
The Chameleon

The Hero
The Doer

The Li fe of the Party

“The Answer” 

In your office this can be a whole session. Finding what is Over- and Under- 
developed. Corresponds with Character Type chart on page 8. This is to begin to get an 
idea of what the client does under stress and what resources are needed. 

What are you most proud of?  
What is difficult for you to do?  
What do you do when under stress?  
How do you handle extreme pressure?  
How are you with deadlines?  
How do you get your “way”?  
Is it easy for you to say “no”?  
Do you cry easily?  
What do you do when you are upset?  
Do you cry in front of others?  
Would you call yourself a “rule follower”?  
How do you deal with conflict?  
In an emergency situation what are you likely to do?  
Is it easy for you to ask for help?  
Is it difficult for you to accept help?  
How convincing are you?  
What are you likely to do when someone tells you “no”? 

How do you handle feedback or criticism? 

So it sounds like you are really good at ____________and it is harder for you to _________. 
(leave room for feedback from client, allowing them to correct you or agree with you. ) 

And I’m guessing that when we are processing and you get close to pain you might______.  
(again getting feedback from client, allowing them to correct you or agree with you.) 

You are identifying the strength, what is over developed and what is under-developed.  Then 
predict what might happen when the client gets close to pain. 

I wonder what support you would need to begin to develop ________________ ( naming 
what is underdeveloped..  i.e. more of an ability to self-soothe)  This becomes part of what you 
do in Phase 2, Preparation Phase.  

©Deborah S. Kennard, MS 2017  

The Character Types Chart.  
Character Types  

These are examples of possible answers.  At one time these were needed adaptations for the 
person to either stay safe or keep connection to a caregiver.  They then become a pattern of 
relating to others.  Most people have multiple character types.  Each character type has a 
strength in it.  The goal is to help create balance and more choices so the authentic self 
can be present.  

The possible negative belief is just an example and there may be many other options.  

Character Type Possible Neg. 
Belief

Over-Developed Under-Developed Needed to hear

The Invisible One I’m in danger.
I’m going to die.

Disappearing, 
Survival Defenses, 
Sensitivity

Safety, grounding, 
staying present, 
feeling

“You are welcome 
here.”
“You are safe 
now.”

The Emotional 
One

I’m in danger. 
It’s not safe to feel 
safe.  

Merging into other 
person.  Knowing 
how others feel.  
Sensitivity.  

Boundaries, ability 
to self-soothe.  

“It is okay to feel 
safe when you are 
safe.”  

The Needy One I'm helpless.
I’m powerless.

Getting pity.  Being 
a victim.  

Personal power. 
Self-soothing.

“I’m here for you.”  
“You can get your 
needs met.”

The Independent 
One

I'm alone.  Competency.  
Ability to take 
control.  

Asking for help.  
Trusting others to 
help.  

“You can get 
support.”  “It’s okay 
to ask for help.”

The Rock I don’t matter.  My 
needs don’t matter. 

Being dependable.  
Tolerating 
negative.  
Enduring suffering. 

Knowing what they 
want.  Asking for 
what they want.  
Action.  

“What you want 
matters.”

The Chameleon I'm not enough. Adaptation to 
environment. 
Ability to 
manipulate and 
adapt.  

Being honest.  
Knowing who they 
are.  Being straight 
forward.  

“It’s okay to just be 
you.”  “You matter.”

The Hero I'm not safe.  I’m 
powerless.  

Setting firm 
boundaries.  
Withstanding pain.  

Being vulnerable.  
Connecting with 
authentic 
emotions. 

“It is safe to 
connect.”  

The Doer I need to be 
perfect.  I’m not 
enough.  

Energy, working 
hard, taking action.  

Play.  Connection.  
Self care.  

“You don’t have to 
work so hard.”  “It’s 
okay to play.”  

The Life of the 
Party

I don't matter.  Energy.  Fun. 
Action.  

Rest.  Being 
grounded and 
authentic.  

“You matter.”  “You 
don’t have to work 
to be noticed.”  

(Adapted from Ron Kurtz, 1990 and Pat Ogden, 2002) ©Deborah Kennard, MS 2015
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The “Answer”

u Is our strength.
u Is our “go to” under stress.
u It keeps us from getting what we want the most.
u It creates what it is trying to avoid, what we don’t want.
u It is the water we swim in.
u It is the “bootcamp” we grew up in. 

There are no problems

u There are only Answers.

The therapist’s answer is the most 
important one to know

u Our own awareness of our own answer is the most 
useful.

u Finding how your answer is keeping you stuck or in a 
pattern with the client can be helpful.  

Transference and 
Countertransference Simplified! 
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The Answer is the Attachment Pattern

u How did the client adapt to stay safe or stay attached?
u What are the patterns that were created in childhood 

that surface now?
u These patterns are THE ANSWER.  They will always show 

up in intimate relationships eventually.  
u The Answer will show up in your office as the client gets 

close to pain.  
u This is more than trauma responses.  More than survival 

defenses.  

Finding Balance

They are not “Resisting” Everyone 
wants to be Happy! J

u Might look like resistance
u Finding the hidden resource in resistance
u Working with the resistance/coping 

strategy
u Understanding vs. Judging  

The 5 C’s of working with The Answer

u Catching it – Seeing it many times.  Noticing pattern

u Curiosity- Become Curious  about it.  Wondering if it has been helpful

u Collaborating/Celebrating- Joining and understanding- Of 
course…..

u Contacting- So I notice you are really good at…. I wonder if 
that has been helpful.

u Connecting- So I wonder how you learned to do that so well..  
If  that was helpful for you growing up.  And if it now gets in the way.  
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The Missing Experience

u A Cognitive Interweave may also be the therapist 
offering the missing experience to the client.  This 
should only be used when needed and not as an 
attempt to prematurely take the client to a more 
positive state. 

u This is keeping the attachment focus at all times.  
What did the client need to do or hear?  

u Example: A client who is processing early sexual 
abuse uses stop signal and therapist offers for the 
client to notice the experience of therapist stopping 
when the client asks her to stop. 

p. 102

You do not need to remember all of 
this! J

Most important in History Taking

u Getting information with attunement
u Getting the history of “the answer” first
u Always bringing together preparation phase 

and history taking
u Getting a history of resources/answer

Preparation Phase

u What resources are currently used?  (not all will appear 
positive)

u What is over-developed for client?
u What is under-developed?
u What is likely to happen when they get close to pain?
u How will you know?
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Developing NEEDED Resources

u What does this individual client need to be able to 
tolerate processing?

u Whatever you do toward that is EMDR.
u Beginning to develop what is under-developed.
u Beginning to soften/bring choices to what is over 

developed.  

Developing trust/Explaining EMDR

u You are the EMDR expert.
u Using the client’s symptoms to explain EMDR.
u Using the client’s answer to develop resources.
u Getting to processing as quickly as possible without 

missing any needed steps or phases.

Getting to the Root Finding the Targets/The Root 

u Finding the root or the fuel source of current 
issue.

u This is a funneling process (awareness of affect)
u Awareness of Answer- The root is before the 

answer. 
u Finding what isn’t there.  (What didn’t happen)
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Not going through a symptom

u EMDR will not work if you are just going back through a 
symptom. 

Phases 1 & 2 an example of 
techniques

Phase 8: Reevaluation

u What happened since the last session?
u What is the state of other targets on treatment plan?
u What does the client need to complete treatment?

u Common Mistakes

p. 105

Common Mistake:

Not asking about the 
presenting issue or 
symptoms that 
brought them to 
treatment.

THE ONLY THING WE 
REALLY CARE ABOUT 
CHANGING IS THE 
CLIENT’S PRESENT 
MOMENT AND SYMPTOMS!

p. 105
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Common Mistake:

Assuming the 
client’s system has 
not processed 
anything since 
they left last time.

WE STARTED THE TRAIN 
MOVING AND THE 
CLIENT MAY CONTINUE 
DOWN THE TRACK 
AFTER LEAVING THE 
OFFICE.  

p. 105

Common Mistake:

Chasing COWs, 
Crisis of the Week.  
Not going back to 
check the target 
memory from last 
session.

CLIENTS MAY COME IN 
WANTING TO PROCESS 
THE THING THAT JUST 
HAPPENED BEFORE THEY 
WALKED IN THE DOOR. 
IT IS OUR JOB TO 

REMEMBER THE FUEL 
SOURCE, TOUCHSTONE, 
IS ACTUALLY THE REASON 
FOR THE ACTIVATION.  

p. 105

Common Mistake:

Not checking to 
see if other 
memories have 
also lost the 
charge.

SOMETIMES THE WHOLE 
TREE WILL FALL DOWN 
WHEN WE TAKE OUT THE 
ROOTS.  

p. 105

Three different 
types of 
Reevaluation

1. PREVIOUSLY TARGETED 
MEMORY

2. TREATMENT PLAN – IS 
THERE STILL A “CHARGE” 
TO OTHER MEMORIES?

3. COMPLETE TREATMENT 
PRIOR TO TERMINATION

p. 105
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Ask general 
questions about 
what’s been 
happening 
between sessions.

EXPERIENCES                   
MORE PROCESSING 
CHANGES IN SYMPTOMS  
BEHAVIORS                
RELATING                
REACTIVITY                  
DREAMS                             
NEW THOUGHTS OR 
INSIGHTS    

p. 105 &
Practicum: p. 155 

Ask general 
questions about
present triggers.

IS IT STILL DISTURBING?
WERE OTHER ASSOCIATED 
MEMORIES BROUGHT UP?
WERE THE PRESENT 
TRIGGERS MORE OR LESS 
ACTIVE?
REMEMBER:  SESSIONS CAN 
BE INCOMPLETE FOR 
PHASES 4, 5 OR 6

p. 105
Practicum:  p. 155

If INCOMPLETE, 
restart Phase 4

WHAT IS THE IMAGE THAT IS 
THE WORST PART OF THIS 
MEMORY NOW? 
WHAT EMOTIONS ARE YOU 
FEELING NOW?
ON A SCALE OF 0-10, HOW 
DISTURBING DOES THAT FEEL 
TO YOU NOW?
BRING UP THAT MEMORY, 
NOTICE WHERE YOU FEEL 
THAT DISTURBANCE IN YOUR 
BODY, AND FOLLOW MY 
FINGERS.”

p. 155

If target memory 
was COMPLETELY 
reprocessed 

GOT TO NEXT 
CHRONOLOGICAL 
MEMORY THAT STILL HAS A 
CHARGE, BY TAKING A 
SUD, AND PROCESS 
PHASES 3-7

p. 155
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p. 106

Completing the Treatment Plan

Each event in the treatment plan should be a moment in time. 
u Ideally processed in chronological order from youngest to 

oldest age.  
uAt times more recent memories are also processed when 

the early ones are processed.  
uNote that each memory could possibly be a whole session 

or more than one session in the case of an incomplete 
session. 

p. 107

Present Triggers

u After all of the past events have been processed to a Zero 
(Phase 3) and Seven (Phase 5), and clear body scan (Phase 
6), the present triggers are then evaluated to see if those too 
need to be processed using phases 3-7. 

u Many times the present triggers lose the affective charge 
after the older events are processed but at times this is not the 
case.

u Each Present Trigger has a corresponding Future Template.
p. 107

There are exceptions to all rules

u There are times when the client cannot process the earliest 
memory first and must start with a more recent memory 
due to the intrusion of the more recent memory.  

u This may also be the case for clients who cannot handle 
going to the earlier memories due to being over whelmed 
with too many traumatic memories.  

u In that case the EMD protocol is recommended to help 
restrict the processing. 

p. 107
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The Target is a clinical decision

u The client does not choose which target to work on.
u This is like a patient who goes to the surgeon with appendicitis 

and the surgeon asks if they would like him to remove the 
appendix or the spleen.  

u The therapist is always the expert on EMDR and gives direction 
to the client about the most efficient and effective way to 
provide that treatment. 

p. 109

Review of Reprocessing Present Triggers

Present triggers are examples of how the presenting issue impacts the client’s life in the now.
u Specif ic moment in time

u Affects Future Template, client’s vision of future desired state
To process the Present Triggers, the specific moment in time is put in Phase 3 as the target.

u Then the basic EMDR protocol is used for Phases 3-7
The Present Triggers should be evaluated every session to see if the client is making progress.

u Reevaluation will include checking on the present tr iggers and the client’s current 
activation to them in life

u Always keep an eye on why the client came into treatment and if the client is 
making changes they would like in treatment.

p. 108

Future Template – script in practicum pages

u The future template is a part of the EMDR protocol that is most 
neglected by many therapists and it is very important.  

u The purpose of the future template is to help the client look at the 
present problems and triggers and how they would like react, behave 
or feel in the future for each one of them. 

u Getting a vision for the future is an important part of actually making 
that happen.  

u This is not just a fun activity, but an important way to make sure the 
brain’s neural networks have started creating these important new 
pathways. 

p. 109

Future Template Continued

u The future template has it’s own protocol, different than the Phase 4 EMDR 
protocol. 

u The future template protocol asks that the client run a movie of the future 
desired state along with the desired positive cognition and then let the 
therapist know if they run into any roadblocks or difficulty. 

u The therapist then assists the client in processing any negative that 
appears as the client runs the movie of the desired state by doing DAS. 

u If the client does not run into any roadblocks and has positive experiences 
with the future desired movie, the therapist instructs the client to notice the 
positive and does fast DAS to strengthen those pathways. 

p. 109
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Therapist may need to help develop 
Future Template

u Some clients may have difficulty connecting with the future desired 
state as a visualization.  The therapist should then assist them by making 
some suggestions. 

u If the client has neutral or a flat response, the therapist may say 
something like, “Would you like if the next time your son leaves his dishes 
in the living room you could calmly ask him to come and get them 
without losing your temper?” 

u Then the therapist can help the client fill in the vision by saying “So 
imagine walking in to your house tomorrow after work and seeing the 
dishes in the living room… “

p. 109

Somatic Processing –
a specialty protocol

u Somatic processing is used for pre-verbal memories as well 
as traumatic memories with a lot of fear.  

u The client has associated the fear response to the body 
sensation.  

u For somatic processing the therapist helps the client 
uncouple the fear and story from the body sensation, 
allowing the excess arousal to be released from the 
nervous system.

p. 103

p. 103

Recognizing need for Somatic Processing

u The client is stuck in a 
fear response and 
appears to be out of the 
window of tolerance.

u The client begins 
trembling or shaking.

Somatic Processing following shaking
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What to do:

u Tell the client you are noticing either a high level of fear or shaking.

u Ask them if they would like to try something that may help release 
the excess arousal from the nervous system.

u Ask the client if they would be willing to focus on the (name the 
body sensation) “shaking,” “trembling,” “tingling,” whatever the 
client is reporting.

u Ask the client if they could put the story aside for a moment and just 
follow the “shaking” or whatever body sensation they have 
reported. p. 103

Further Somatic Processing Instructions

u Instruct the client to just follow the sensation and 
allow it to happen without stopping it.  

u Continue to encourage the client by saying things 
like… “Good, just keep allowing the shaking to 
shake itself”.

u “Great, just keep following the shaking, allowing it to 
be as big as it need to be without making bigger or 
stopping it.”

u “You’re doing great, it’s just the normal release of 
the excess arousal stuck in your nervous system.”

p. 103

What Somatic Processing Looks Like

u The somatic processing usually gets gradually stronger 
and then drops off. It also often moves to different parts 
of the body as in first arms then legs.

u Often at the end of somatic processing of the excess 
arousal the client will begin to access the 
developmental attachment trauma associated with the 
trauma.  If time permits the processing can continue and 
may include deep sadness. p. 103

Experiment Somatic ProcessingSomatic Resources

! Developed to assist clients in expanding WOT 
! Use for specific need  with the client. 
! Notice what is needed then offer a resource. 
! Suggest which resource may be helpful
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Alignment

Hyperarousal and Hypoarousal 
For hypo-arousal: “Notice what happens as you bring your attention to your spine and begin to lengthen it. What do you notice?  You can continue bringing your attention from the 
bottom to the top of your head, gradually noticing the alignment.  Eventually, standing to notice the complete alignment.”

For hyper: “Begin by noticing the current state of the spine.”  Relaxing the spine may be helpful first.  Followed by lengthening.  Following what feels best for the client.  

Grounding

Hypoarousal and Hyperarousal
In a seated position, gently push both feet into the ground.  Gradually begin to notice how the body feels as this grounding takes 
place.  Going up the body notice the seat on the chair, back against the chair.  Noticing what changes in energy, attention, breath 
etc.

Containment Body Squeeze

Invite the client to begin at the top of the head, feeling and slightly squeezing the head.  
Demonstrate for them how to move down the body squeezing, from head to shoulder to arms, to 
legs.  While they are squeezing they may say “this is my body”.  This may be activating for some 
clients.  

Orienting

When a client appears to be dissociating or too far into a memory, orienting can bring them back to dual 
awareness, back into the room.  Have them slowly turn their head from side to side, leading up to 360 
degree turning movements through the head, neck and spine.  Having them notice what happens in 
their body as they do this.

Ask the client to notice 3 things in the room that are red (or any color).  Have them tell you how they 
know they are here in the room.  Ask them to focus on their favorite item in the room.  
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Boundaries

! Stop Signal 

! Practice with Scarf 

! Practice feeling boundaries 

Experiment with Boundaries

1.  Notice and Offer Container:  “So we are nearing the end of our time and I would 
like to be sure you have all of the time you need to feel complete and safe when you 
leave the office today.  Would you be interested in a containing resource to help with 
this?”
_____________________________________________________________________

2.  Specify what needs Contained:  “First let us decide what it is you feel the need to 
contain, is it the strong feeling of _________  (sadness, anger, grief)?”
______________________________________________________________________

3.  Mindfully Invite and Offer Menu:  “Okay, so just allow the perfect container to 
come to mind that will be big enough and strong enough to hold your 
_____(emotion).  It could be as small as this coffee cup or as large as Mother Earth, 
or anything in between.”

______________________________________________________________________
4.  Enhance/Deepen: “Great. So imagine that __________(name container) and how 

does the ____(emotion) go in?”
______________________________________________________________________

5.  Mindfully Deepen:  “So just allow the _______(name emotion) to enter the 
_______(name container) from that _________(name entry point) and let me know 
when you feel it is all inside.” 

______________________________________________________________________

6.  Sealing Container:  Would you like to___________ (close the door, put a lid on 
it...) , or have you already done that?”

______________________________________________________________________

7.  Somatic Linking:  “So just sense the _______(emotion) being contained in the 
________(name container) , and what do you notice in your body now?”

______________________________________________________________________

8.  Extra Layers/Menu:  “Great.  Now just see if there is anything else you need to feel 
that _______(emotion) is safe and contained.  You could put a lock on the door, have 
a special being as the guard, you could put it into a cave in mountain..”

______________________________________________________________________
9.  Deepen/ Check for Completion:  “Great.  So really sense the____(emotion) inside 

the _________(describe container).  And what are you noticing in your body now?”
______________________________________________________________________

10.  Spiritual/Energy Resource:  “Would you like to invite healing or spiritual energy or 
light to to penetrate the _______(container) to help heal the ___ (emotion)?  

11.  Enhance/Deepen/Complete: “Just allow that _________(energy/light) to penetrate 
that__________(emotion) and let me know when it feels complete.  

Creating a Container
Deborah Kennard, MS

©Deborah Kennard, MS 2015

Questions

u What do you need more of or less  of? 


